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About On Scrolls, Artefacts and Intellectual Property The Dead Sea Scrolls were found in Palestine, recovered in
Jordan, and largely edited by an international Christian team who prevented public access to unpublished manuscripts.
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A survey of the Scottish legal system and Scottish private and commercial law as at 1 January A new edition
of a classic textbook on the law of and relating to sale of goods. This is achieved by covering not only the
central aspects of the system, such as the courts and the legal profession, but also the border areas with
constitutional law and jurisprudence. This well established text provides an up-to-date treatment of all
significant developments affecting the Scottish legal system. Provides all the necessary information required
for developing a basic understanding of unjustified enrichment. Designed as a study and revision tool, this
guide approaches the subject in a clear and uncomplicated way. The Law of Scotland, W. His Institutes of the
Law of Scotland, published in two parts in and , has long since been unobtainable and known only to
specialists. The present volume thus makes available for the first time since the eighteenth century a work of
considerable interest and importance. Forbes intended the Institutes as a definitive statement of private and
criminal law at a time when, following the Union, they might appear to be under significant threat. There is
still much which can be learned from it today. Studying Scots Law provides a highly readable account of the
educational and training requirements for entry into the Scottish legal profession and provides essential
information on law courses throughout Scotland as well as giving useful advice on study skills. Studying Scots
Law provides law students with an invaluable source of reference throughout their studies. Authoritative,
influential yet accessible to students this textbook addresses one of the most important aspects of commercial
law. Its enduring role as the definitive guide to the law surrounding the sale of goods cements its position as
the market leading text for undergraduate and postgraduate students alike. Uniquely, key differences between
Scots and English law in this area are highlighted throughout equipping the reader with a thorough
understanding of the regulatory regimes governing the sale of goods in both jurisdictions. An introductory
student text on the Scots law of unjustified enrichment. As technological progress marches on, so anxiety over
the shape of the public domain is likely to continue if not increase. This collection helps to define the
boundaries within which the debate over the shape of law and policy should take place. From historical
analysis to discussion of contemporary developments, the importance of the public domain in its cultural and
scientific contexts is explored by lawyers, scientists, economists, librarians, journalists and entrepreneurs. This
book will appeal not only to students and researchers coming from a variety of fields, but also to
policy-makers in the IP field and those more generally interested in the public domain, as well as those more
directly involved in the current movements towards open access, open science and open source. The book
offers an original perspective on intellectual property law. Beyond providing a thorough and up-to-date
account of intellectual property law, the text examines the complex policies that inform and guide modern IP
law at the domestic including Scottish , European and international levels. The focus is on contemporary
challenges to intellectual property law and policy. This book sets out initially to test the claim that, as
combinations of civil and common law influences, the mixed systems of contract law in Scotland and South
Africa have anticipated the content of the Principles of European Contract Law PECL , concluded and
published in by the unofficial Commission on European Contract Law. The studies go much further, however.
Current official moves towards a European contract law within the European Union lend the critiques of
PECL offered in this book an especial urgency and significance. A European contract law is nearer to reality
than ever before, and mere policy critiques of that possibility are no longer enough. Technical and substantive
assessments of PECL are also essential. This book provides just such assessments from the perspective of
Scots and South African contract lawyers, and is offered to the European debate without prejudice as to the
deeper policy questions. At the same time it may help to inform Scots and South African lawyers about the
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substance of international developments in the field, and suggest ways in which their still-vigorous and vital
national laws may continue to be developed to remain in step with the needs of the present day. Collection of
essays on Scottish legal history. The latest edition of this book gives a full and critical account of the law of
sale of goods in the United Kingdom. This eleventh edition has been brought up to date with legislative and
common law changes that have taken place over the last four years. In particular, it covers the changes brought
in by the new Consumer Guarantees Directive which has required substantial amendment to the Sale of Goods
Act It also incorporates new material on software sales law and e-commerce law. Reflecting the increasing
divergence of Scots and English law in this area, this edition again includes a treatment of the law as it applies
in Scotland. Findings of research undertaken between and in the Scottish cultural heritage sector. Studying
Scots Law provides an account of the educational and training requirements for entry into the Scottish legal
profession. The text outlines the functions of solicitors and advocates within the context of the Scottish Legal
System. Studying Scots Law provides essential information on law courses throughout Scotland as well as
giving useful advice on study skills, providing law students with a source of reference throughout their studies.
Appendices include useful addresses and details on funding. Introductory work on the Scots Law of
Unjustified Enrichment. Considers the scope of copyright in the light of the digital revolution and raises issues
about the future shape of the law requiring further investigation and reflection. Fundamentals of Scots Law is
a clear and comprehensive account of a broad range of the legal areas studied by students studying Scots law,
or law as part of another course in Scotland. Included are chapter summaries, further reading lists and sample
examination questions and answers. The development of European private law with particular reference to
regional laws such as those of Catalonia and Scotland and codification. Essays analysing the impact of the
Human Rights Act in Scots law, with comparative reference to other systems. Includes essays on the Human
Rights Act and Scotland Act, human rights and the law of crime, property, employment, family and private
life. Volume 49 of the Stair Society series: Young, Parker Hood, Laura J. The book is a collection of essays on
various legal issues arising in connection with the editing and publication of the Dead Sea Scrolls, in particular
the decision of the Israeli courts in Qimron v Shanks This describes the history of the Faculty of Law from to
, with lists of professors noting significant events and inlcuding extracts from reminiscneces of former studnts.
Essays in Honour of W. A team of leading academic lawyers analyse the current state of Scots law and its
future prospects. This edition relates the history and assesses the limitations of copyright law from its
inception in , through the and Acts, to the present. Detailing some of the seminal cases in the development of
copyright law, this is a jargon-free guide to a complex area of law. Dealing specifically with issues raised by
the new Criminal Justice act ; money laundering under EC and international law, and considers how financial
institutions, the law and the police can tackle the problem. But there have been two distinct phases in its
development: Recent criticism of German law from within that system compels reconsideration of the Scottish
approach, but the paper argues that in an uncodified system the force of the critique is much less and that, far
from becoming fragmented, Scots enrichment law is acquiring a new sophistication. It is acknowledged that
the law on unwinding failed contracts might still benefit from fresh analysis and approaches, while English
law in general should not be lost to sight in Scotland. The article is essentially an attempt to explain why,
almost alone in the early modern English-speaking legal world, Scots lawyers gave no particular standing to
Magna Carta, the great English medieval charter of liberties, either before or after the Anglo-Scottish Union of
But, as the article demonstrates, it is certain that Magna Carta was at its most important for Scotland in the
year of its creation , and that that importance probably did not long outlive King John died Discussion of the
state of the Scottish legal system post-Brexit and the independence referendum, as well as in the light of
renewed uncertainty about the future of the Anglo-Scottish Union. This contribution compares the recognition
of a general concept of unilateral promises, binding without acceptance by the promisee, in Article 2: The
significance of this comparison is that the rule in question is significantly wider than that found in most other
European legal systems, which tend to recognise only limited categories of unilateral promises or to impose a
requirement of acceptance. Despite an authoritative restatement of the law by Lord President Gill in Regus
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Maxim Ltd v Bank of Scotland plc [] CSIH 12, the Scottish courts have generally approached the concept in a
restricted and restrictive way, although at least occasionally allowing it a role even in commercial cases. It is
also suggested, in opposition to a suggestion by Professor Martin Hogg, that from both the DCFR and the
Scottish experience the conduct of the recipient after the statement is made may be relevant to the question of
whether the statement can be treated as a binding promise. There is also comparison with the equivalent
Westminster procedure for Law Commission Bills, and discussion of the prospects for the Succession
Scotland Bill, introduced in June and passed in February as the second Bill under the new Scottish procedure.
The decision must be understood against the background of distinctnotions of common law and equity in Scots
law, drawn from the Natural lawtradition of the European jus commune. At the same time the decision
revealsdeveloping strands of Enlightenment thought and concepts of the judicialrole in relation to legislation.
A memorial tribute to Professor Geoffrey Barrow, analysing his contribution to the historiography of medieval
Scotland, especially in the period , and commenting on some recent criticism. The decision must be
understood against the background of distinct notions of common law and equity in Scots law, drawn from the
Natural law tradition of the European jus commune. At the same time the decision reveals developing strands
of Enlightenment thought and concepts of the judicial role in relation to legislation. This paper, by Hector
MacQueen, assesses the current state of Scots law and the Scottish legal system, arguing that as a small legal
system which cannot be self-contained it is inevitably in a state of crisis, from which, however, it will not be
rescued by Scotland becoming independent. Whatever happens after the referendum concerning Scottish
Independence on 18 September , the law is in need of active legislative reform, possibly codification, while
the courts must become more positive in the attraction of business rather than, as it sometimes seems, seeking
to push it away. Mere defence of the status quo will end in disablement and defeat. David Daube and T. This
Article is a study of the relationship between two academic lawyers of the twentieth century, David Daube and
Sir Thomas Broun Smith, with particular focus on their period as colleagues at Aberdeen University in
Scotland in the early s. It highlights the importance of the relationship for the development of modern
academic law in Scotland. The Appendices publish the texts of relevant correspondence between the two men.
Findings â€” Whatever the merits of a change of circumstances doctrine, the Lloyds case does not provide a
good example for its application. This article provides an analysis of the nature of donation in Scots Law, and
considers matters such as the formation and constitution of donative acts, the obligations and remedies of the
parties, revocation of donative acts, and mixed donations. It also considers the relationship between donation
and promise in Scots law. This analysis piece examines the recent decision of the Inner House of the Court of
Session in Khaliq v Londis [] CSIH 13 on the subject of liability for wasted pre-contractual expenditure.
Discusses the origins of the Draft Common Frame of Reference and assesses the need for further work in
particular areas, taking as an example the subject of restitutionary damages for non-performance of a contract.
Considers the choices to be made by Scots law if it is to give adequate protection to privacy as required by
Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Should it adapt the law of confidential information
borrowed from English law or the civilian actio iniuriarum? Recent case law is reviewed and some
unanswered questions considered. This paper reports on the position in the United Kingdom with regard to
copyright in the digital environment. UK law recognises temporary reproduction and public communication as
exclusive rights of the copyright owner. Copyright exceptions and limitations have received only limited
although by no means insignificant adjustment as a result of the Copyright Directive It is not completely clear
whether exceptions and limitations can be contractually excluded: Technical protection and digital rights
management systems are given protection. A discussion of the principles underlying regulation of national
archives, comparing the position in Scotland and Ireland, and surveying the approach to reform in the former.
This article shows how under the present legislation in the UK copyright may exist in speech, in particular in
interviews and conversations, provided that the words are recorded and constitute an original work. The
argument is illustrated and supported by reference to reported cases from throughout the common law world,
as well as to news stories and interviews with individuals ranging from Lord Denning to Michael Jackson.
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Issues arising from the collection of oral history are also discussed. It is further argued that, in addition to the
internal analysis of copyright itself, such protection for the spoken word can be justified by the privacy and
personality interests of speakers in the use of what they say.
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Chapter 3 : On Scrolls, Artefacts and Intellectual Property : Timothy H. Lim :
About the Editors. Timothy Lim is Reader in Hebrew and Old Testament Studies, University of Edinburgh.. Hector L.
MacQueen is Professor of Private Law and Director, Shepherd and Wedderburn Centre for Research in Intellectual
Property and Technology, University of Edinburgh.

Dead Sea Discoveries, Vol. JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students
discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information
technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. Robinson and Biblical
Archaeology Society hereafter: Hershel Shanks has paid the amount, including court costs, in full.
Officially,the case is over. But the ramificationsof this controversialdecision are only begin- ning to be
recognized. This short article will 1 briefly outline the backgroundto the case, 2 discuss the main points of
both the origi- nal judgment and the appeal decision, and 3 offer some personal reflectionson how this case
will affect the way we work as Qumran scholars. What I will say in 1 and 2 have to be taken in the context of
recent events and the original judgment and the appeal decision. Sheffield Academic Press, and I say this not
to draw attentionto my own work, but to note that I am awareof several dif- ferentversionsof thisJudgmenttwo in Hebrewandan unofficialEnglish translationof the draft version which was used during the trial. The
draft version has been heavily edited in the official publication see, e. Background The case is known to most
of us, since many of us lived through it as interestedspectators,witnesses, or litigants. For the benefit of those
unawareor uncertainof the details of the background,let me briefly rehearseits history. Prepared with an
Introductionand Index by RobertH. This content downloaded from The letter also insisted that Kapera stop
the distributionof his bulletin. In response, Kaperawrote a letter of apology to Drori and explained that he had
circulatedonly a few copies and that he had asked his readersnot to distributethem further. Shanks,however,
felt that the pressureexertedon Kaperawas ille- gitimate and encouraged readers of Biblical Archaeology
Review hereafter: This Shanksdid in the contextof his struggleto liberatethe scrollsfrom"thecartel.
Eisenmanand Robinson,the two editors,throughdifferentlawyers, arguedthat they were not responsiblefor the
publicationof the com- posite text and had no knowledgethat Shankswas going to publishit Dorner,Judgment?
Judge Dorner,however, found the two edi- tors, as well as Shanks and BAS, liable jointly and severally, each
of them accountablefor his damages in full, although Shanks has paid the full amount. Shanks now states that
he was directing his fire at Strugnell, then Editor-in-Chiefof the DJD series and "did not want to be critical of
a young untenuredIsraeli scholar,"4obliquely referringto Qimron in the sentence "with a colleague, Strugnell
proceeded to write a I "Intellectual PropertyLaw and the Scholar: It was he who was withholdingMMT. I
knew Elisha Qimronwas working with him, but I did not know the extent of his contribution"
"IntellectualPropertyLaw and the Scholar," LIM page commentaryon this line text. But in her Judgment,Judge
Dornerwas unable to ascertaina firm estimate of the material damage caused by the illicit publication
Domer,Judgment? She did, however,awardthe maximumstatu- tory damagesof NIS 20, for
deterrenceagainstfutureinfringement Dorner,Judgment? In her own words? The argumentin the matterof
harmto reputationis insufficientlybased on facts. They would also have understoodthat this was a draft. It is
possible to assume that they would know that Strugnelland the Plaintiff[i. But she did find that the
infringementhad caused Qimronmental anguish and based upon the principle of in statu quo ante "the
restorationto the state in which things were before" awardedhim NIS 80, as compensationfor the
infringementof moralright? From this follows the conclusionthat the "inspiration,"7 the "addedsoul" that he
imbued into the Scroll fragmentsby the force of his work make him the owner of copyrightin the
DecipheredText Decision? In additionto the award of the District Court,which it supported, the
AppellateCourt,orderedthe returnof all infringingcopies of the work and the plates "used or intendedto be used
for the production of such infringingcopies" Decision? The proceduresand rulingsof the DistrictCourtand
SupremeCourt are controversial. All agree on the principleof applyinglex loci delicti "the law of the place
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where the delict [tort or wrong] was commit- ted". That is, the premisethat the laws of enlightenedstates are
iden- tical, arguingthat English law is the common basis of US and Israeli copyrightlaw and that Israelilaw
furthermoreadoptedUS law regard- ing statutorydamages. By conferringcopyrightin the compositetext of
MMT on Qimron, the Israeli courtshave ruled that Qimronis the "author"of the recon- structedtext. This ruling
is based upon the view that the reconstruc- tion of the compositetext of MMT from the six fragmentarycopies
is a creative act. As an aside, let me say that this is counter-intuitiveto us as Qumranscholars. Surely, the goal
of editorialreconstruc- tion is to produce a text that is as close as possible to the putative original. I
Translatedby Yoninah Hoffman. Who is an Author? LIM But this is an importantelementof the copyrightclaim
in this case. Carson, for example, has arguedthat originalityis not predicatedon the difficultyof the task or the
labour expended-the so-called "sweat of the brow" argument. Moreover, ironically, the better job that the
editor does on recon- structingthe original, the less claim he has to copyright. Nimmer, who during the appeal
had unsuccessfullypetitioned the SupremeCourt as an amicus curiae, "friendof the court,"repre- senting the
Committeeof ConcernedIntellectualPropertyEducators Decision? Although double readings are found in the
Qumranscrolls-though not the t-Ipn xt method-it seems to me to be ratherdifferentfrom reconstructinga
compositetext. Nimmercon- cludes, on this line of reasoning,that observingthat a textual variant or even
drawing an inference that Mnrns. MacQueen, reviewing the case from a British perspective,supportsthe
District Courtjudgmentin principle. His copyrightlies in the DecipheredText, namely the arrange- ment and
reconstructionof non-contiguousfragmentsand the filling- in of the lacunaebetween fragmentsbased upon
originalhalakhicand linguistic research Decision? In contrastto this, the assembly of the composite text
dependedupon Halakhicresearchand linguistic researchfrom an original,and constitutesan originalcreation. To
make this more concrete, I would interpretthe ruling to mean that the copyrightof the compositetext belongs to
Qimron. All recon- structionsof the lacunae belong to Qimron. Moreover,the assembly of
non-contiguousfragmentsalso belong to Qimron. Let us look at DJD Plate I and 4Q The two pieces of frag. I
would interpretthe placementof these as non-copyrightable, but frag. There are several issues that arise from
these observations. First, terminologicaldefinition often varies and scholars often disagree as to what
constitutes"a fragment. LIM Second, what constitutes"a join"? Should the two pieces of frag. Or is this a false
distinction? Fourth,can one independentlyarrangethe three pieces of what are now called frags 1 and 2 in any
other way? We have all read and studied MMT. Is it possible to erase DJD 10 from our minds? Or is it even
sensible to do so? Moreover,given their calendricalcontent, where the calculationof dates can be easily
extrapolated,is thereany other defensibleway of rearrangingthese pieces? All the pieces that make up frags 3a
and 3b I would inter- pretas contiguousandthereforenotcopyrightable. It couldalso be argued that frags 4 and 6
are contiguous,althoughtheirplacementis less cer- tain. All pieces belonging to frag. Frags 9 and 10 are
discontinuous and copyrightable. There is only one fragmentof 4Q Garcia Martinez has arguedthat its
identification,correspondencewith 4Q, and its placementwithin the composite text was already done by
Strugnell, accordingto the evidence of the PreliminaryConcordance. The piece labelled "2" in frag. Garcia
Martinez,"Discoveriesin the JudaeanDesert: Published in Honour of Joseph M. All pieces that make up frag.
The arrangementof frags together with of 4Q are copyrightable,althoughthe join of frags is not. The
arrangementof 4Q frags are copyrightable, althoughit may be arguedthat and possibly and 18 and 21 have
enough materialmatch to be consideredcontinuous. Garcia Martinezagain arguedthat "dansce cas il est possible
de prouverque le travailetait substantiellementconclu en mai All the fragmentsare non-contiguousand are
protectedby copyright. Frags are non-contiguous. Frags 15, 16, and 17 are non-contiguous. There is only one
fragment. I believe that the above representsa defensibleinterpretationof the judgmentas regardsthe
copyrightprotectionconferredon the arrange- mentof discontinuousfragments. He states this forcefully: Si cette
conclusion est recevable, la pretensionde Qimron aux droitsde propri6tdexclusive sur ce texte compos6et
reconstitueest bas6e sur une fause [sic] premisse GarciaMartinezsent me a draftin November, but the above
citationsare from his publishedversion. Will we be sued if we used the compositetext of MMT? Whatis the
per- sonal and professionalrelationshipbetween you and Elisha Qimron? Justice Turkel, in writing up the
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Decision, was particularlycon- cernedwith the contentionof the Appellantsthat conferringcopyright on the
DecipheredText will hinderscholarlyresearch. One must not take these claims lightly. In the past I
remarkedupon the impor- tance that must be attachedto the protectionof academicfreedom,while I noted that
"research,study and instructionin all areas of the humanspirit,that do not have handcuffson them, raise the
individualwithin society and with him society as a whole. It is also the exercise of a basic humanneed. It is
true,we are dealing with a strugglebetween interests,that stand sometimesone against the other-the rightof the
individualto protectionof the fruitsof his creationagainst the right of society to continueto flourishupon the
fertile groundof the past- between them one must balance. Infringementof Copyright 1 Copyrightin a work
shall be deemed to be infringedby any person who, withoutconsentof the owner of the copyright,does
anythingthe sole rightto do which is by this Act conferredon the owner of the copyright:
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Tijdschrift voor Belgisch Handelsrecht-Revue de droit commercial belge. De context van de zaak Hejduk:
Research Handbook on Copyright Law 2nd. Private International Law 15th. View all publications PhD
Supervision I am looking forward to supervising any student in the areas of intellectual property and private
international law. This covers any aspect of intellectual property, including its economic, development and
international aspects. For private international law my preference goes to the interaction between intellectual
property and private international law. Current Research Students Alghanim, Bashayer: The Technical
Assistance Saga! Infringement of intellectual property rights, privacy and freedom of speech on the Internet:
Striking a balance between all stakeholders and finding a pan-European solution co-supervised with Professor
Estelle Derclaye Jacques, Sabine: Copyright and the Right to Freedom of Expression: Access to Copyright
Works: Towards a New Dispute Resolution Model? When the Court of Justice of the European Union sets
about defining exclusive rights: Copyright Jurisdiction under EU private international law. Private
International Law Issues on the Internet. European Intellectual Property Law Oxford: Is there an EU
Copyright Jurisprudence? The New Directive and Beyond 8. Transformative Works in EU Copyight. Can the
parody exception take on the role played in the US by fair use?. An experimental exhibition of digital cultural
heritage. Holyoak and Torremans Intellectual Property Law 8th. The Future Implications of the Usedsoft
Decision. Limitations and Exceptions in the Digital Age. Current Regulations and Challenges for the Future
Athens: An international perspective II: A View from Private International Law. A clash between theory and
practice? The changing role of the moral rights in an era of information overload Ghent: Intellectual Property
Law and Human Rights third. Un forum actoris pour le droit moral? Intellectual property and private
international law Cheltenham: Intellectual Property puts Art. A Commentary Edward Elgar Publishing.
Intellectual property and the EU rules on private international law: VI Reino Unido pe. Revista de Propriedad
Intelectual. The Law Applicable to Copyright: Jurisdiction in Intellectual Property Cases. Commentary to
various legal provisions. Resenas Judiciales 4 Reino Unido julio-noviembre Pe. Private International Law
Issues. The future implications of the Usedsoft decision: Conflict of Laws in Intellectual Property:
Cross-border licensing in the absence of a choice of law: Intellectual Property at the Crossroads of Trade
Cheltenham: Het delen van bestanden en de aansprakelijkheid van ISPs aan de ene kant en de
originaliteitsidee aan de andere: Holyoak and Torremans Intellectual Property Law 7th. IV Reino Unido pe.
Une exception pour copie privee et la gratuite au Royaume-uni?. Copyright Territoriality in a Borderless
Online Environment. Private international rather than substantive law. Challenges and Perspectives Alphen
aan den Rijn: Transitional Law and Prolongation of the Terms of Protection. Alai Study Days Vienna Vienna:
Medien und Recht Publishing. Intellectual property and private international law 2nd ed. Patentability of
human stem cell or synthetic biology based inventions. A Comparative review of New Developments
Cheltenham: Le droit moral en question: Le droit moral en droit anglais. Infringement of Intellectual Property
Rights on the Internet. Disposiciones transitorias en las Leyes sobre propriedad intelectual: Una espada de
Damocles para los contractos internacionales? Revista de propriedad intelectual. Collective Management in
the United Kingdom and Ireland. Where are we and where do we need to go?. Na de Da Vinci code de
Starwars Stormtroopers: Some thoughts on issues of authorship, first ownership of rights and works created by
employees. Dimee Greece Media and Communication Law. Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd. Consolidation of
Intellectual Property Litigation in Europe. Essays in honour of M. Introduction to Part III. El EPLA y la
patente comunitaria o el acuerdo sobre el tribunal europeo de la patente de la ue: Embryonic stem cell patents:
European patent law and ethics Oxford University Press. Commercieel Portretrecht in het Verenigd
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Koninkrijk. European Patent Law and Ethics Oxford: Atrip Papers Buenos Aires: Copyright and other
intellectual property rights as a Human Right. Holyoak and Torremans Intellectual Property Law 5th.
European Harmonisation of Intellectual Property Rights. Themes and Perspectives Aldershot: Three
dimensional trade marks and designs for packaging. The Widening Reach of Exclusive Jurisdiction: The
ongoing copyright as an essential facility saga. The Questioning of the Principles of Territoriality:
Determination of Territorial Mechanisms of Commercialisation. Legal issues pertaining to the restoration and
reconstitution of manuscripts, sheet music, paintings and films for marketing purposes. Questioning the
principles of territoriality: European patent law and ethics: The agenda for the future.
Chapter 5 : On Scrolls, Artefacts, and Intellectual Property - Edinburgh Research Explorer
The Dead Sea Scrolls were found in Palestine, recovered in Jordan, and largely edited by an international Christian
team who prevented public access to unpublished manuscripts. Subsquently, the state of Israel, which had already
purchased many of the Scrolls, has assumed responsibility for all of them.

Chapter 6 : Scrolls, Scriptures and Early Christianity : Geza Vermes :
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Chapter 7 : On Scrolls, Artefacts and Intellectual Property - Logos Bible Software
On Scrolls, Artefacts, and Intellectual Property. / Lim, Timothy (Editor); MacQueen, Hector (Editor); Carmichael, Calum
M. (Editor). Sheffield: Sheffield Academic.

Chapter 8 : Paul Torremans - The University of Nottingham
On Scrolls, Artefacts and Intellectual Property by Timothy H. Lim, , available at Book Depository with free delivery
worldwide.
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